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B-Layer Replacement 

   B-layer replacement in 2012 shutdown: 
•  Detector designed for 300 fb-1, could probably withstand to 400fb-1 or

 a bit higher with reduced efficiency; 
•  integrated dose acceptable even with margin of error until 2013, but

 not until 2016 
•  Details are very dependent on operating conditions (temperature,

 warm-ups) 
•  Hard detector failures requires to have a replacement 

  Replacement scenarios (B-layer task force): 
•  B-layer cannot be replaced in a long shut down (8 months) – requires

 extraction of the pixel package, opening the  whole detector (also
 beam pipe cannot be extracted without opening of pixel package ->
 special tooling and procedure to make in situ) 

•  Other options as a simpler 2 hit system with present technology (case
 of disaster) not realizable (collaboration to make, spares not available) 

•  Study the insertion of a smaller b-layer and a smaller beam pipe inside
 the existing detector 
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B-Layer Replacement - Insertion 

   Study a smaller radius B-layer to insert in the existing Pixel 
•  It seems feasible (or not unfeasible) but not demonstrated yet; 
•  16-staves (present module “active” footprint gives hermetic coverage in

 phi) not shingled b-layer. Requires new smaller beam-pipe (long
 procurement time, dimensions will be known after LHC operation  -
 2009); 

•   Module technology: tracking hermetic requires new module design –
 increase live area of the footprint: 
•  New chip design (FE-I4) – live fraction, I/O bandwidth;   
•  Sensor – increase radiation hard (smaller  

radius and ramping up LHC luminosity). 

•  R&D and prototyping in 2009 – construction 
 2010-2012; 

•  Services need feasibility studies and solutions. 

R = 42 

R = 33 
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Limit of FE-I3 Architecture 

   Inefficiency is a very steep
 function of hit rate: 

•  Inefficiency is small for B-layer
 at nominal luminosity; 

•  Very much at the limit for LHC
 “Ultimate Luminosity”  

•  Unacceptable for  B-layer @
 3.6 cm in 2016 and SLHC 

   Bottleneck is congestion in
 the double columns: 

•  All hits has to be transferred to
 the EoC buffers; 

•  What are the architecture
 changes… 

Simulated events: 
“LHC @ 5cm” : 
WH(120) + 23 MB 

Double Column 

End-of-Column 
Buffers 
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Obvious Solution to Bottleneck 
   >99% or hits will not leave the chip (not triggered) 

•  So don’t move them around inside the chip! (this will also save digital power!) 

   This requires local storage and  processing in the pixel array 
•  Possible with smaller feature size technology (130nm) 

End of  column 
buffer 64 deep 

Column pair bus  
Data transfer  
clocked at 20MHz 
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FE-I4 Chip Size 

   Larger live fraction of FE-I4 will make possible to meet the
 tight mechanical constraints of the B-layer replacement 

   Larger chip will reduce bump-bonding costs mainly driven by
 chip placement. 
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8mm active active 
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FE-I3 FE-I4 goals 

Analog A/cm^2 (active) 130mA 80mA ~same voltage as now 

Digital A/cm^2 (active) 85mA 80mA? Lower voltage  

Total power/cm^2 (active) 385mW 240mW Nominal (not worst case) 

WORST CASE for 
MODULE (footprint!) 

500mW/cm^2 
(used for mech. design) 

?* Take FE-I3 absolute, scale factor, 
or do “stand alone” estimate? 
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   The FE-I4 will not be enough
 for B-Layer at SLHC. 

   FE-I4 hit rate target fits well
 the SLHC environment in the
 range R=12÷30cm. 

   B-layer @ SLHC will need new
 front-end design: FE-I5. 

B-Layer & SLHC Communalities  

2x2 
FE’S 

Pre-tested stave structure with integrated bus
 and cooling, SMD and burned-in power adapters 

Multi Chip Module(Planar) 

Single Chip Modules (3D) 

Robotically placed, fully tested 1-chip or multi-chip 
modules. Wire bond to stave after placement. 

2x2 chip modules for 
external layers @ SLHC. 
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Prototyping - Pixel Collaboration Chips 
   Pixel  (FE-I4p) and Opto chips

 submitted 24/3/08: 
•  Prototypes for new FE-I4 in 0.13 µm

 CMOS 
•  Designing labs: Bonn, Genova, LBNL,

 Marseille, Nikhef, 
   FE-I4  Main Design Parameters. 
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Pixel Oriented R&Ds 
10 R&Ds where Pixels are involved have been (or will be) submitted 
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3D Sensors Basics 
   Decoupled directions: track traversal 

versus drift field. 
•   Shorter traveling distance, more charged 

collected. 

   Active edge: Deep Reactive Ion Etching
 (DRIE) trench can replace saw dicing. 

•  Edge itself is an electrode 
•  2-way butt-able, edge sensitive tile, will be tested 

in module construction 

Bump pad 

Trench 

Electrode 

3D Space Resolution – ATLAS FE-I3 R/O 

Planar and 3D Charge  
Collection Principle 
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Planar Sensors 
   R&D on planar silicon technologies mainly to reduce cost, increase

 radiation tolerance and reduce inactive area: 
•  Bulk material: n-type (n-on-n current pixel sensor) or p-type (single side cost

 effective) 
•  Thin sensors (50÷75µm thickness): reduce volume leakage current (noise,

 power) 
•  Active edge: no need of shingling or double face stave for hermetic coverage 
•  Slim edge: guard rings from 1100µm to ~100µm 

   Diamonds 
•  No cooling; 
•  No leakage current; 
•  Small capacitance ->  

small noise; 
•  High radiation hard -> 

B-layer 

Hartmut F.-W. Sadrozinski, LBL Pixel Upgrade,  May 22, 2008
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